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For Immediate Release

Galaxy Audio celebrates 40 successful years as The Personal Monitor Experts!
Forty years is a LONG time...especially to be in the professional audio business! But for that
period, Galaxy Audio has managed to remain heralded as The Personal Monitor Experts and leading
manufacturer of innovative pro audio equipment. The family owned and operated company is
headquartered in Wichita Kansas, and is celebrating its fortieth anniversary this year! Founded in
1977 by Brock Jabara, the outfit is now in its second generation of family ownership.
Over their storied 40 year run, Galaxy Audio has earned a reputation of excellence in providing their
customers with innovative audio solutions....most notably for their Hot Spot personal monitors. Many
industry pros have even gone as far to dub them as “The Personal Monitor Experts”. Their high
quality (yet very cost effective) wireless microphone systems, in-ear wireless personal monitors,
headset microphones, wireless portable PA systems, and industry standard Audio Solutions
(including the battery powered Cricket Polarity/Continuity test set) might only be out shined by their
commitment to excellent customer service and innovative style. To view the entire product
line offering or share your Galaxy Audio stories, please visit them at galaxyaudio.com.
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Galaxy Audio, a family-owned company based out of Wichita, Kansas, has been providing high-quality audio gear since
1977. Our signature product, The Hot Spot, launched the company, and has since expanded into a full line of audio
products for live production, portable sound, and more. Galaxy Audio promises clear sound and expert support with every
product we sell. For more information or to learn about all of the products we have to offer, visit GalaxyAudio.com
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